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LETTER

Observation of nano-clustered calcite growth via a transient phase mediated by organic
polyanions: A close match for biomineralization
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ABSTRACT
We present a process of organic polyanion-mediated CaCO3 precipitation similar to biomineralization. Detailed insight into the formation pathway of nano-structured calcite crystals was gained through
direct observation with an atomic force microscope (AFM). Essentially depending on a minimum
saturation state, a primarily precipitated gelatinous Þlm of polyaspartate calciÞes as a transient, apparently amorphous phase, which gradually crystallizes as a calcitic single-crystalline nano-cluster
of semicoherent domains. The similarity of this precipitation mechanism with that of biominerals
and a striking consistency of materials properties of the synthetic precipitate with sea urchin calcite,
investigated as a prime example of biomineralization, qualify our experiment as a functional model
of biomineralization. The substantial role of water-soluble organic polyanions in biomineralization
is elucidated.

INTRODUCTION
In biominerals, organic substances are always present as intercalated components. Some of these form cross-linked layers
that may induce oriented crystal nucleation, whereas others are
obviously disconnected and play an important role during the
subsequent biomineral growth (Weiner and Addadi 1997). In
recent years, amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) phases, temporarily or permanently stabilized by such organic substances,
have been increasingly recognized as potentially important
features in biomineralization (Addadi et al. 2003).
During the formation of sea urchin larval spicules and adult
skeletal elements, for instance, ACC gradually transforms into
calcite, apparently by epitactic crystallization conformable to
an initial seed crystal (Beniash et al. 1997; Politi et al. 2004).
Sea urchin skeletal elements behave like calcite single-crystals,
optically (Raup 1962) and in X-ray diffraction (Nissen 1969),
although their nearly isotropic fracture behavior is untypical for
calcite crystals. This apparent contradiction may be resolved by
transmission electron microscopic observations of semicoherent
and therefore well-aligned crystal domains in sea urchin calcite
(Tsipursky and Buseck 1993). According to Aizenberg et al.
(1997), such biominerals contain small amounts (<0.1 wt%) of
coprecipitated polyanionic proteins that are most likely intercalated between crystal domains. Sea urchin calcite is formed
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via an ACC precursor within extracellular cavities chemically
controlled by the enclosing cells (Politi et al. 2004). This formation process of mature skeletons corresponds to the formation of the embryonal spicules, for which Beniash et al. (1999)
demonstrated an adjacent intracellular pre-accumulation of ACC
particles inside vesicles that are proposed to be involved in the
spicule formation. Similar strategies of CaCO3 biomineralization
have been reported or discussed for bivalves (Marsh and Sass
1983; Hattan et al. 2001), corals (Cohen and McConnaughey
2003), and coccolithophore algae (Marsh 1994), where a polyanion-mediated Ca accumulation is recognized in particles that
are deposited at the mineralization site.
Ogino et al. (1987) observed rapid formation of short-lived
initial ACC as a common feature in extremely supersaturated
solutions. Consistently, Bolze et al. (2004) pointed out that in
such solutions, organic polymers with polyanionic polyaspartate
sections adsorb and temporarily stabilize small, spontaneously
formed ACC aggregates, rather than accumulate free Ca2+ from
solution. Gower and Odom (2000) reported on polyaspartatemediated precipitation of calcite via a “liquid-precursor” phase
in microscopically observed model experiments, but details of
the crystal growth process remain unclear.
As an approach to decipher the polyanion-mediated biomineralization strategy outlined above, we performed bio-inspired
model experiments for CaCO3 precipitation, which were observed directly at the nanometer scale with an atomic force
microscope (AFM). We used the polypeptide polyaspartate
(pAsp), polyanionic chain molecules of amino acid residues,
as a model substance for proteins. As a relevance-control, the
resulting synthetic materials were compared to sea urchin calcite
serving as a natural biomineral example.
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